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Japan’s food self-sufficiency 
is now at a critical level. Japan 
only produces 39% of the food 
it consumes. This is the lowest 
among all major developed nations. 

Background of issue •	 Significant change in the Japanese people’s diet. 
•	 The decrease in demand for domestic agriculture 

produce leads directly to the decline  
in agricultural productivity. 

•	 Japan disposes more edible food than the entire 
world provides in aid. 

•	 Japan’s agricultural ministry estimates that 23 
million tons of food are discarded every year, 
about $120 billion worth which is the monetrary 
equivalent of Japan’s annual agricultural output. 
Moreover, it cost $21 billion to process that waste. 

•	 Currently, Japan is tackling issues such as aging 
farming population and increase in  
abandoned farmland. 

•	 Japan depends on a very small number of 
countries for the majority of the food it imports,  
therefore its food supply base is quite vulnerable. 
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Describe your idea and  
concept of your work in  
relation to the outlines

Japan is a hungry country, where more 
food is cons umed than can be produced. 
The consuming public need to be aware of 
this imbalance. 

“A BALANCED DIET”
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What kind of  
communication  
approach do you use?

By confronting them with facts and 
statistics in unexpected ways, 
I am educating them as to why this is an 
important issue.
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What are in your opinion 
concrete benefits to the 
society because of your 
communication?

I’m educating and empowering the general 
public about where their food comes from 
and how they can make choices to reduce 
the impact of imbalanced consumption. 
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What did you personally 
learn from creating  
your work?

Japan is a hungry country, where more 
food is consumed than can be produced. I 
never knew this fact! I also learned about 
how much waste exsists in Japan. 
I didn’t realise how different designing a 
interactive and educational website would 
be compared to previous work I have done 
in the past. 
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Why is your work, GOOD  
communication WORK?

I believe this website is effective because It 
delivers a message that I want to express in 
an interactive way that would be interesting 
to users. The user is involved in instead of 
just reading a brochure. It offers a positive 
and educational user experience with a 
friendly tone of voice. 
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Where and how do you 
intend to implement 
your work?

•	 As I have done a website, it will live online. 
•	 There would be printed materials to help 

promote the message and to drive traffic to 
the website.  

•	 Creating an accreditation system for brands 
to partake in with an official seal to label 
products so that consumers can make 
informed decisions.

•	 Social media presence on facebook & twitter.
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Posters

This advertisement isn’t just promoting a 
healthy balanced diet. It is also promoting  
balancing the national diet by purchasing 
local produced food instead of imported 
food which Japanese people primarily 
consume at the moment. 



Thank You :-)


